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 MXene-graphene complex compound, Sc2B1.1C3.2 has been found in NIMS.
 The precise structure of the graphene layer was unknown.   
 A graphene with composition BC2 has not been discovered.

 Precise structure analysis by first-principles calculations.
 Creation of novel layered complex compounds. 
 Application to the anode of Li-ion batteries.
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 Precise analysis of the layered complex 
compound,Sc2B1.1C3.2.

 Discovery of a graphene with composition BC2.
 BC2 graphene is a promising material for the 

anode of Li-ion batteries.

 Synthesis of stable MXene-graphene complex 
compound

 Cooperation between calculations and experiments 
 Application to the anode of Li-ion batteries.
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Structure of the BC2 layer 
determined  theoretically. 

Li intercalation potential of BC2
graphene.

Take a topological insulator, as an example.  These materials are expected to allow dissipationless
charge and spin currents, and thus being promising candidate next-generation energy materials.  
Conventional experimental methods to identify them takes high-cost, and skillful technique to 
analyze the measured signals.  Here we propose a feasible and table-top optical scheme to 
replace the previous one.  

Yet another theoretical contribution to 
material development
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 Strong demand: a scheme to characterize a new class of materials
 Preferable: non-contact, low-cost, easy-analysis
 These would propel material development

 Framework: an effective theory
 Find a characteristic optical response measurable without any specific skill
 Propose an optical scheme that allows to identify the target materials

 J. Inoue, Optics Express 21, p.8564 (2013)
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 Propose a new scheme to identify topological 
insulators

 Advantage: non-contact, feasible and low-cost
 No further analysis is needed.

 Potential to replace conventional methods.
 Feasibility would propel material development.
 Generalization for  other class of materials.  
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Right circular pol. light

Left circular pol. light

Right circular pol. light

Right circular pol. light

Measure interference light
of transmitted and reflected light 

as a function of frequency

Measure interference light 
of transmitted and reflected light 
as a function of frequency

“[measurement 1] – [measurement 2] is zero 
“ implies a non-topological insulator

“[measurement 1] – [measurement 2] is not zero “ implies a 
topological insulator
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